The D-channel of cytochrome oxidase: an alternative view.
The D-pathway in A-type cytochrome c oxidases conducts protons from a conserved aspartate on the negatively charged N-side of the membrane to a conserved glutamic acid at about the middle of the membrane dielectric. Extensive work in the past has indicated that all four protons pumped across the membrane on reduction of O(2) to water are transferred via the D-pathway, and that it is also responsible for transfer of two out of the four "chemical protons" from the N-side to the binuclear oxygen reduction site to form product water. The function of the D-pathway has been discussed in terms of an apparent pK(a) of the glutamic acid. After reacting fully reduced enzyme with O(2), the rate of formation of the F state of the binuclear heme-copper active site was found to be independent of pH up to pH~9, but to drop off at higher pH with an apparent pK(a) of 9.4, which was attributed to the glutamic acid. Here, we present an alternative view, according to which the pH-dependence is controlled by proton transfer into the aspartate residue at the N-side orifice of the D-pathway. We summarise experimental evidence that favours a proton pump mechanism in which the proton to be pumped is transferred from the glutamic acid to a proton-loading site prior to proton transfer for completion of oxygen reduction chemistry. The mechanism is discussed by which the proton-pumping activity is decoupled from electron transfer by structural alterations of the D-pathway. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Allosteric cooperativity in respiratory proteins.